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Merge is important in version control 
systems, e.g. Git
• Merge conflicts take time and effort to sort out

• XML/JSON aware merge is better than line-based merge

• XML and XPath/XSLT allow rules to be applied
• Enables us to have different types of merge
• Some conflicts can be avoided
• Some conflicts can be resolved automatically
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Merge and Graft (Cherry-pick) in Git

• Our objective: make life easier for anyone merging XML or 
JSON in Git

• Improved merge/graft tools 
• Fewer conflicts to resolve manually (takes time and is tedious)

• Our approach: Provide XML and JSON aware merge and graft 
tools

• We will show Merge and Graft are not the same
• Rule-based merge/graft can help
• Integration into Git is work in progress
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“Varieties of XML Merge: Concurrent versus 
Sequential”, presented at  XML Prague 2018

Concurrent 
Merge

Sequential 
Merge
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Merge and Graft (Cherry-pick)
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Are merge and graft the same?
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Graft: apply changes P1->P2 to Q2
P1                   P2               Q2               Q3: Graft
{                  {                {                 {
"John": "v2",     "John": "v1",                 
"Mike": "v1",     "Mike": "v2",     "Mike": "v1",     "Mike": "v2",
"Anna": "v1",     "Anna": "v1",     "Anna": "v2",     "Anna": "v2",
"David": "v1"     "David": "v2"                      

"Jane": "v1"      "Jane": "v1" 
}                  }                }                 }
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Merge: merge changes in P2 and Q2
P1                   P2               Q2               Q3: Merge
{                  {                {                 {
"John": "v2",                       "John": "v1",     !CONFLICT
"Mike": "v1",     "Mike": "v2",     "Mike": "v1",     "Mike": "v2",
"Anna": "v1",     "Anna": "v1",     "Anna": "v2",     "Anna": "v2",
"David": "v1"     "David": "v2"                                               !CONFLICT

"Jane": "v1"      "Jane": "v1" 
}                  }                }                 }
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Do we get Graft if we merge with Q 
priority?

P1                  P2               Q2               Q3: Merge      Q3: Q2 Priority
{                {                {                 {               {
"John": "v2",                      "John": "v1",     !CONFLICT       "John": "v1",
"Mike": "v1",    "Mike": "v2",     "Mike": "v1",     "Mike": "v2",   "Mike": "v2",
"Anna": "v1",    "Anna": "v1",     "Anna": "v2",     "Anna": "v2",   "Anna": "v2",
"David": "v1"    "David": "v2"                       !CONFLICT

"Jane": "v1"      "Jane": "v1"    "Jane": "v1" 
}                }                }                 }                }
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Do we get Graft if we merge with Q 
priority? No!
Q3: Graft           Q3: Merge       Q3: Q2 Priority
{                 {               {

!CONFLICT       "John": "v1",
"Mike": "v2",     "Mike": "v2",   "Mike": "v2",
"Anna": "v2",     "Anna": "v2",   "Anna": "v2",

!CONFLICT
"Jane": "v1"      "Jane": "v1"    "Jane": "v1" 
}                 }                }
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The story so far…

• XML and JSON aware merge tools can give better results than 
line-based merge

• We have shown Merge and Graft are not the same

• BUT we will see that Git does not make this distinction

• So how does Git handle merge and is there scope to improve 
it?
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Source:  StackOverflow developer survey 2018:  https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2018/

Why Git?
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Passing 
conflicts:

Re-merge:

Git merge workflows
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<<<<<<< A
<p id='conclusions' xml:lang="en_GB">All is well and good!</p>

=======
<p xml:lang="en_GB" id='conclusions' >All is well and good!</p>

>>>>>>> B

<p id='conclusions'>All is well and good!</p>

<p id='conclusions' xml:lang="en_GB">All is well and good!</p>

<p xml:lang="en_GB" id='conclusions' >All is well and good!</p>

Merge conflict discrepancies
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<rule-set name="Incoming Public”
target-interface="PublicLAN”
no-match-action="drop">
<rule name="allow https for website failover”

target-ip="81.2.96.130”
target-port="443”
action="accept"/>

</rule-set>
<rule-set name="Incoming Public”

target-interface="PublicLAN”
no-match-action="drop">
<rule name="allow https for website failover”

protocol="6”
target-ip="81.2.96.130”
target-port="443”
action="accept"/>

</rule-set>

<rule-set name="Incoming Public”
target-interface="PublicLAN”
no-match-action="drop">
<rule name="allow https for website failover”

target-ip="81.2.96.130”
target-port="443”
protocol="6”
action="accept"/>

</rule-set>

<rule-set name="Incoming Public”
target-interface="PublicLAN”
no-match-action="drop">
<rule name="allow https for website failover”

protocol="6”
target-ip="81.2.96.130”
target-port="443”
protocol="6”
action="accept"/>

</rule-set>

Non-conflicting, bad text merge
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Merge workflow (passing conflicts)
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Conclusions

• XML and JSON aware merge tools can give better results than 
line-based merge

• Fewer conflicts
• Best done in Git Merge Driver

• Merge and Graft (cherry-pick) are arguably not the same
• But Merge and Graft are treated the same way in Git 

• Communication of conflicts from Merge Driver to Merge Tool 
needs to be improved 

• To handle conflicts in tree-structured data/documents
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